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Tester: Tony Hoare

Time tested: Three months/

1500 miles 

What’s good? The comfort of these 

waterproof, three-season gloves is impressive. 

Gloves are often too short in the thumb for me, 

which means mild discomfort when reaching 

for the clutch lever, but these are absolutely 

perfect and I suspect I’m not the only sufferer 

of the short-thumb issue. The feel through 

the palms for controls is excellent, they keep 

my hands warm in temperatures down to 10 

degrees, don’t get sweaty until around 18 

degrees and have proved waterproof so far.

What’s not? The stitching holding the 

waterproof membrane into the right glove has 

come undone, which would have me returning 

them to the dealer, and the suede visor wipe on 

the left forefinger saturates too easily.  

Contact: www.oxprod.com 

Quality rating: ★★★★★

Value rating: ★★★★★

Oxford Voyager gloves, £59.99

BUYING&SELLING

Tester: Andy Davidson

Time tested: Five months/6000 miles

What’s good? For my 100-mile 

daily commute I always pick the 

Transpire fleece set over all the other thermals 

I’ve tested. I wear a T-shirt, the Transpire top 

and then my bike jacket, which together are 

more than enough to keep me warm. The gear 

is made of stretchy material and it’s soft to the 

touch, which makes it extra comfy as I don’t 

like that restricted feeling a lot of thermals 

give. The trousers have a high waistline and 

the top falls quite low, so it has the function 

of a one-piece with the practicality of a two-

piece. They’ve seen me through sub-zero 

temperatures and the long ride to the German-

Czech border for the Elephant Rally in winter. 

What’s not? I can’t find any faults with this set.  

Contact: www.chillcheater.com

Quality rating: ★★★★★

Value rating:  ★★★★★

Tester: Emma Franklin

Time tested: Two years 

What’s good? In an impact, this 

back protector withstands more 

force than any other, transmitting just 3.38kN 

during the EN1621-2 Level 2 standard – far 

exceeding the 9kN required to pass the test. I 

always ride in a back protector and have been 

a convert of Forcefield’s soft armour for most 

of my eight-year riding career. The Pro Sub 4 

has a removable, washable cover, meaning that 

it’s easy to keep it as good as new. I’ve crashed 

twice wearing this back protector and have 

suffered no bruising, breaks or injuries.

What’s not? It’s thick. I know it needs to be thick 

to transmit less force, but its size did originally 

prevent me from wearing it when racing. 

Contact: www.forcefieldbodyarmour.com 

Quality rating: ★★★★★

Value rating: ★★★★★

Reed Chill Cheater Transpire 
Fleece top and trousers, £35, £41

Forcefield Pro Sub4 back 
protector, £139.99
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In detail
The ramp is a little too narrow for the 1990 

Harley-Davidson Ped is rebuilding, so he has 

fabricated a set of platform extenders 

Sealey MC480 550kg motorcycle lift, £159.95
Tester: Ped Baker

Time tested: Three months

What’s good? Once you’ve used a 

bike lift you’ll never want to spanner 

a bike without one again, especially if you suffer 

from a bad back or knees. Essentially a big 

scissor jack, the Sealey MC480 raises your bike 

on two rubber-topped metal platforms that 

span your machine’s lower frame rails. Fully 

extended, the lift stands 435mm, high enough 

to comfortably work on an engine whilst seated 

(an old office chair is ideal) and both wheels can 

be removed at the same time (the design’s best 

feature). The platforms are raised by pumping 

a hydraulic bottle jack and, on the way up, two 

steel wedges drop behind pegs to prevent 

accidental lowering. With its steering handle 

removed, the MC480 is small enough to be 

stowed away or propped against a wall (although 

it does weigh 38kg). I bought this one used on 

eBay for £50 for my 1990 Harley-Davidson FXR.

What’s not? Due to its platform design, the lift is 

only suitable for a limited number of bikes (ones 

with horizontal lower frame rails) and it doesn’t 

raise the bike as high as roll-on, roll-off designs. 

It’s also only just wide enough for my Harley, so 

I extended the rear platform by welding on 

6mm steel plates (see inset pic). Soon after I got 

the lift the bottle jack began leaking hydraulic 

oil from its release valve. The replacement 

jack from Sealey (£47.68 including 

postage) is similar to 

Tester: Tim Thompson

Time tested: One year

What’s good? A tool snob I admire 

greatly and want to be like thinks 

a spanner should be just a spanner, that 

hybrid ratchet combinations are gimmicky 

marketing-inspired mongrels best avoided 

by trainee purists like me. But these Beta 

combis are beautiful and useful indeed. At 

one end is a normal, angled open end; at the 

other a smoothly ratcheted 72-tooth ring in the 

same size that swivels creamily through 180 

degrees. The 10, 12 and 14mm in this set have 

become my most-used go-to tools. 

What’s not? They’re a bit like Best Of albums: 

collectors will scoff. And even at a discounted 

£223.68 (primetools.co.uk) they are pricey, too.

Contact: www.beta-tools.com

Quality rating: ★★★★★

Value rating: ★★★★★

Beta 12-piece swivel end ratchet 
spanner set, £279.60

Arkwright’s cash till in Open All Hours. It’s so 

sensitive it’s difficult to lower the lift without the 

bike crashing to the ground at terrifying speed. I 

should probably do something about that. It’s easy 

to be a little sniffy about Chinese-built equipment 

and while I’d avoid buying Far Eastern tools that I 

use everyday such as spanners and screwdrivers, 

it’s pointless spending hundreds on something 

that sits under a bench for most of the year.

Contact: www.sealey.co.uk

Quality rating: ★★★★★

Value rating: ★★★★★

Easy Rider’s 
easy riser

Secondhand scissor jack proves invaluable for 
Ped’s Harley-Davidson FXR project bike
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